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Don't Turn Around
Author:
Michelle Gagnon
Reading Level: Grades 8 and up
This tense well crafted thriller opens with 16-year-old Noa waking up on a metal table in a warehouse with an incision in
her chest. Much like a young Dragon Tattoo's Lisbeth Salander Noa is a tough, smart orphan who has been mistreated by
the system and was able to use her considerable computer skills to establish a life on the border of society. After her escape,
she meets up with wealthy, privileged Peter who has hacked his way into some files in his father's office. Both teens find
themselves on the run. Will they elude capture long enough to get some answers? Who are these men who are chasing them

and why are they after Noa and Peter? What has done to Noa? What is the connection to Peter's family?
WARNING: This is the first book in a trilogy. Book one leaves you hanging. You'll want to keep reading, but you can't.
Check availability of this book

Cinder
Author:
Marissa Meyer
Reading Levels: Grades 6+
In a complicated post-WWIV world ravaged by a fatal, incurable disease, Earth is separated into independently ruled
Commonwealths, completely separated from the Lunars, a somewhat new species spawned from previous moon
colonization.
Cinder is a second-class citizen at best. She's indentured to her step-mother, and a gifted mechanic, but a cyborg. Over 36%
robotic, Cinder relies on a robotic hand, foot, nervous system, and more - to stay alive. Despite this supposed (and mostly
unknown) handicap, however, Cinder is the best mechanic in New Bejing, a reputation that brings the Royal Prince himself
to her door with a broken android in need of quick - and quiet - repair.
When Cinder's younger step-sister Peony catches letumosis, the fatal disease that killed Cinder's father and ravaged Earth,
everything changes. Furious, Cinder's step-mother sells her cyborg ward into voluntary testing for a letumosis cure - a grim
fate, until Cinder's body rejects letumosis and it is discovered that she has a natural immunity. Dr. Erland, letumosis
researcher in the royal palace, begins working with Cinder to develop a cure, but their testing reveals dangerous secrets
about Cinder's past. In the meantime, Cinder's repairs on the Prince's android cause it to divulge another secret - relating to
the relations between the Earth and the Lunars.
When the Emperor himself succumbs to letumosis, the Lunar Queen declares that she will visit the Earth herself to comfort
the Prince during his time of mourning - but with recent information Cinder has learned from the Prince's android... it is
clear the Queen's motives are anything but comforting.
In a creative, complex sci-fi retelling of the classic Cinderella story with a hint of Anastasia, Meyer creates memorable
characters while simultaneously posing difficult questions - what does it mean to be human? What is the ultimate sacrifice
for the greater good? When is the sequel coming out?
Check the availability of this book.
Three more books are planned in the series.

Starters
Author:

Lissa Price
Reading Level: Grades 6 - 9
Before the war life spans have been extended to up to 200 years. In order to ensure that the new extreme elderly could
support themselves the government made it illegal for anyone under the age of 19 to hold a job. When the spore bombs
were launched by the enemy during the war, only children and the elderly had been vaccinated against this man-made
plague. As a result the only people left alive in the United States are the Starters (children under 19) and the Enders (adults
over 65). Callie and her brother are among the unlucky children who had no living grandparents and are forced to live
illegally on the street trying to avoid being swept up into one of the horrible forced labor camps for unclaimed minors. Then
Callie hears about The Body Bank, where Enders pay huge fees to possess a Starter's body for a few hours or more via
computer chips implanted in the Starter's brain. Callie thinks this is her way out. She only has to rent her body three times
and then the big payoff will come. But can it really be that easy?
Check availability of this book
More books by Lissa Price

The Always War
Author:
Margaret Peterson Haddix
Reading Level: Grades 5 - 8
For as long as anyone alive can remember Eastam and Westam have been at war; battling for control of The Center. Life is
dreary in Waterford City. Everything revolves around the war effort. The best and brightest children are sent to military
school at the age of eight. Everyone else's work somehow connects to the war too whether it is making weapons, delivering
weapons, or recycling scrapped weapons. But when local war hero Gideon returns to town he and his former neighbor,
Tessa, will accidentally discover the truth about the never-ending war.
Check availability of this book
More books by Margaret Peterson Haddix

Zita the Spacegirl: Book 1: Far from Home
Author:
Ben Hatke
Reading Level: Grades 3-5
If you found a hole out in the grass while exploring, and inside the hole was a meteoroid, and poking out of the meteoroid
was a button, you'd probably push it, wouldn't you? (I would. Zita did.)

You'd probably freak out when your best friend Joseph got sucked into into this weird vortex thing after you pushed the
botton... and then when you pushed the button again, YOU got sucked in, plopping out onto an alien planet. (I would. Zita
kind of did.)
Zita's best friend Joseph has been kidnapped by a cult of aliens who believe the world is about to end... and the button that
brought both her and Joseph to this alien world is crushed accidentally by a huge alien named Strong-Strong.
So now Zita's totally stuck on an alien planet that apparently is about to come to an end, her best friend has been kidnapped,
AND she has no way to get home.
Check availability of this book.
More books by Ben Hatke.
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